
of every individual person as made in the cognitive image featured extensive sabotage operations against the United
States, staged from northern Mexico. U.S. Army Intelligenceof the Creator, as impassioned by love for truth and justice

for all, including the departed and the unborn. Yahoo popu- managed to penetrate the network and obtain details of the
Plan.lism, and yearning for mysterious tricks with use of drugs

or other means to bring on altered mental states, and with Two of the individuals prominently featured in the U.S.
Army’s “Synarchist/Nazi-Communist” dossier, were French-incantations, sow the seeds of mass lunacy, as we should

recall from the roaming pestilences of flagellants during the men Jacques Soustelle and Paul Rivet. Both were in Mexico
during much of the Hitler-Stalin Pact period, during whichdepths of Europe’s Fourteenth-Century “New Dark Age.” It

is the destruction of reason itself, its replacement by populist time they founded the Société des Americanistes. In the
1960s, Soustelle wrote a book about his years in Mexico, fullforms of mass madness, irrationalist superstition, which is

the essence of the return to barbarism sought by Fidel Cas- of praise for the Aztecs, who practiced human sacrifice. The
efforts of Soustelle, Rivet, and their school of French anthro-tro’s São Paulo Forum everywhere in the hemisphere, as by

the gnostic apostate “Samiel” Ruiz in Mexico. pology, centered at the Sorbonne University, later would
spawn a modern-day Aztec horror, the narco-terrorist Send-The common object of the forces behind Danielle Mitter-

rand, Fidel Castro, Bishop Ruiz, the World Council of ero Luminoso (Shining Path) in Peru.
During World War II, Soustelle’s path first crossed withChurches, and ultra-perverse George Soros, is “the destruc-

tion of the existing society,” for a return to those more two other individuals with whom he would enjoy a murderous
collaboration well into the 1960s: Jean de Menil and his wife,primitive forms of society which we had hoped we had left

behind when western Europe and the Americas escaped from Dominique Schlumberger de Menil. Dominique Schlumb-
erger came from an old Swiss-French family that had madethe nightmarish oligarchical state of mankind prior to the

Fifteenth Century. This nightmare of unreason is what Jac- a fortune in banking and in the development of oil drilling
technologies, beginning at the turn of the century. Her father,ques Soustelle represented, what Jean-Paul Sartre, Frantz

Fanon, and similar degenerates represented, and all those Conrad Schlumberger, was the French equivalent of Armand
Hammer, a Western businessman who made his fortune work-like them.

You wish to experience Apocalypse? Allow degenerates ing for the Bolsheviks. Jean de Menil was from an old Russian
family. He fled to France after the Bolshevik takeover, butsuch as these to continue what they are doing, and your

family will experience the full horror of something you maintained strong ties to Russian-based Solidarist networks.
Soustelle and the de Menils, at British urging, were givenwould be content to call “apocalypse,” quite possibly before

the end of this century. Allow Fidel Castro’s narco-terrorist prominent positions in Gen. Charles de Gaulle’s anti-Nazi
Resistance, in effect coordinating operations in the Westernand related gangs to proliferate in Mexico, as they have

already almost obliterated Colombia, and the destruction of Hemisphere. According to U.S. Army Intelligence files from
the early 1940s, while de Menil was the chief source of fundsevery nation-state of the Americas, including the U.S. itself,

is not far behind. Some things, like diseases, must be checked from the Western Hemisphere to the Free French, he was
also frequently seen in the company of the Vichyite fascistbefore they destroy mankind.
intelligence chief in Caracas, leading U.S. intelligence to sus-
pect that de Menil was hardly a de Gaulle loyalist.

De Menil had, by 1953, established ties in Cuba, working
with American organized crime circles in the lucrative Ha-Dossier: Synarchists
vana casino business. He reportedly established particularly
close ties to Carlos Prio Socarras, President of Cuba fromand Nazi-Communists
1948 to 52.

In 1957, de Menil and his wife moved to Houston, Texas,by Jeffrey Steinberg
where they established an American branch of the Schlumb-
erger Corp., with de Menil as its president. That same year,

A thorough search of U.S. military archives, covering the de Menil joined the board of the Montreal firm Permindex
(“Permanent Industrial Expositions”), which would be laterperiod 1938-63, reveals an extraordinary continuity of anti-

American treachery. During the years of the Hitler-Stalin Pact exposed by General de Gaulle as the funding conduit for a
number of early 1960s failed assassination attempts against(1938-41), U.S. Army Intelligence maintained a file, titled

“Synarchist/Nazi-Communist,” which tracked the activities him; it also played a central role in the November 1963 assas-
sination of President John F. Kennedy.of a network of anthropologists, who were, in reality, import-

ant intelligence agents of the combined Nazi and Bolshevik By the late 1950s, de Menil and his “business” associates
had a falling out with Cuban dicatator Fulgencio Batista, andintelligence services, working in the Western Hemisphere

against the United States. At the peak of the Nazi-Bolshevik de Menil became a big backer of Fidel Castro. The Houma,
Louisiana facilities of Schlumberger were used as a secretintelligence collusion, a “War Plan B” was devised, which
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